Ford r100 transmission

The E4OD transmission is a C-6 automatic transmission with electronic controls and an
overdrive gear. The 4R after will be found behind the 5. Technical information for Ford E4OD
and 4R Transmissions including harness connector pin identification and pressure testing
specifications. Cause: Several things can be the cause here, one simply being the fluid is
deteriorated badly and a fluid and filter change may remedy the problem. Second is the
converter clutch is glazed, damaged or other issue in the torque converter. Third is that the
bushings in the transmission are worn and causing leakage in the converter ckt. On the Diesel
and V engines its highly recommended to use a converter with Billet front cover to prevent
warpage and HD clutch. Stalls in reverse. Cause: When engine stalls when put into forward and
reverse gears, may be hot or cold, or all the time the likely problem is that the lock up solenoid
is mechanically stuck. Other causes can be stuck valves in the valve body and or even the
converter has an issue inside. Cause: code 62 or P means you have no lock up and or slipping
lock up. It may feel like lock up is working fine. Worn sun shell bushings will send you
diagnosing for ever for this code. Cause: Ford tried to use a mechanical diode for the
intermediate Sprague this year and it dident work so well. Cause: The TCM applies the overrun
clutches to operate the PTO on these transmissions, if all external electrical diagnosis has been
done and still wont operate you may have failed overun clutches and or snap ring popped, worn
out of drum causing no clutch apply and thus no PTO or weak PTO operations. Complaint: No
lock or cycling lock up in and out, no lock up at low throttle, no codes. Cause: If you have no
speedometer and no up shift you may have faulty speed sensor, some trucks have the speed
sensor in the rear differential housing. The signal branches off from sensor to speedometer,
ECM and cruise control, and its not too uncommon to loose one part in wiring etc. Complaint:
Ford truck All the transmission fluid blows out of bell housing, overheated, snow plowing,
towing. Cause: Sometimes you can have sudden severe transmission fluid loss out of front
seal, bell housing area when working the truck hard such as snow plowing, towing heavy loads,
usually during hot weather Don't assume the seal is bad or you have another problem, it may
have simply overheated due to heavy use or hot weather etc. The real fix here is to check
cooling system, add air to oil cooler on top of radiator if doesn't already have one and or install
larger cooler. You can have internal issues such as slipping TCC or clutches etc causing
overheat as well. This may show up without heavy use. Cause: A cracked case such as around
the bell housing or sometimes around the 4x4 adapter in 4x4 trucks is almost always related to
a vibration from such source as bad or frozen u-joints in rear shaft, bent drive shaft, misaligned
such as from lift kits etc. If you replace a case for this reason make sure you find the cause or it
will be back broken again. In some cases you can have corrosion build up between the bell
housing and engine block which can push the transmission off the engine and break the bell
housing area right around the bolt areas. Complaint: E4OD diesel engines only: limp mode or
starts in high gear, no tachometer, no codes. Cause: On the 7. Complaint: Sudden loss of
forward movement only, has reverse and was working fine before. Common issue here can be
the forward drum splines have stripped out where the input from front carrier goes into drum.
This problem was more prevalent on older 6 cylinder trucks. Complaint: 4R No second gear,
model years only. A vehicle is made with numerous software and hardware components.
Amongst them, the gear box or transmission plays an essential part in the function of the car,
just like the brain and heart in our body. Without a transmission, the engine would not be able
to deliver power to the wheels. In general, there are 2 types of transmission: automatic and
manual. The manual device is managed by the user and have a gear selector as well as clutch
assembly to adjust levels of gear. Therefore, you can control the selected gear completely.
These days, most car models it made with an automatic system of transmission, which applies
a torque converter instead of clutches to change gears automatically without manual effort. In
fact, it is an updated version of the predecessor E4OD. When you expose a 4R transmission to
increased torque load and overload, its operation would be weakened. In this article, we will
show you some common problems in 4R transmission and also several according solutions
that you can do yourself without the need to call a professional mechanic. The first thing you
need to do is finding out what is wrong with the 4R transmission to have suitable solution. The
following are some common issues happening in the 4R If you have any problems with the 4R
transmission mentioned above, then the following solutions would help to deal with them:. In
both cases, you need to replace the transmission with an already used one, which would be
found with cheaper price. If you are dealing with a hard shift in the gears, then the accumulator
would be broken or stuck in the bone. In this case, you should remove it carefully from the
transmission, and see if there is any marks of wear at the bore. Use a dry and soft cloth to clean
it, then check whether the grooves in the accumulator are damaged or not clogged. Another
possible cause would be because of a faulty line modulator valve. You would see it show up at
other gears if the problem happens. To fix this, you need to replace with a new one. This device

could last for lifetime of your car, thus the premature failure is probably due to complete or
partial jamming in the actuator, which could not control smoothly and lead to frequent stall of
the engine. In most situations, you can resolve this problem by removing and cleaning the IAC
sensor. But if this does not work, then you need to replace the actuator or the IAC sensor. When
facing this problem, you should examine the forward clutch assembly to see if it is worn out. In
addition, remember to check the splines in the forward planetary. Both cases require to replace
the transmission. A re-manufactured or rebuilt transmission has all required upgrades and
necessary major alterations, which are made to improve its durability and performance. The
company also provides complete replacement of the transmission when it fails to work normally
during this warranty period. After reading this article, we believe that you have learned all
necessary information to deal with common problems in 4R transmission. Once you have
mastered in rebuilding the transmission, it becomes much easier to add the features as an
improvement, which eventually enhances its performance. In addition, you can also increase
the efficiency by installing a transmission cooler to regulate the temperature in the
transmission. To get maximum performance from the 4R transmission, you need to manually
check its components and operation frequently. Figuring out any problems early could help to
solve it timely, which does not seriously affect the performance of the car. I have a f 7. Recently
i had the transmission rebuilt by a vary capable friend not a service shop. I dont have any
worries that is was done incorrectly. The day we re-installed the tranny and test drove it worked
just fine. Shifted thru all gears with no issues. My first out of town trip was also uneventful as i
drove about 60 highway miles at about mph. Overdrive worked etc. On return trip when is
shifted down from OD it never did shift back into OD and still wont a week later. I did stop at a
transmission shop to have the codes read OD off light blinked for a short time. He thought
maybe a fuse or short could be the problem for that. What are your thoughts? I have F trans will
not shift in reverse and only moves forward and in second gear. How do I fix this problem?
Trans rebuilt about three years ago 80k on rebuild no hard pulling. Did you ever find out what
was going on with your transmission. I am currently having the same issue with no codes, no
engine or overdrive lights on at all. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thank you. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Thank you Reply.
Previous comment was meant for Larry Hibbard Reply. Engineered to Last. Customer Service
Legendary 4R Heavy Duty Transmission. Your Cost:. Choose A Product Option Below. If you
send a core in first, your fee will be waived. Choose One:'. Sending core first - waive my core
charge and email me mailing instructions so I can get my core sent in. Email a Friend. PTO
Cores must be sent ahead for rebuild. Call for information and pricing. Several years in the
making. We can duplicate actual driving and load conditions in a truck, including all upshifts
and downshifts. Benefits: Designed for towing performance. Clutch material designed to handle
extended and elevated temperatures without burning. May We Suggest these Related Products?
What Our Customers Say "Thanks for taking such good care of me on my last order. You truly
are a company that pays attention to it's customers! Stay Updated Join our mailing list today
and be the first to hear all about the latest news, promotions and offers from DieselSite! Follow
Us on Facebook. All rights reserved. Heath Diesel - 6. Prompt and courteous. Thanks so much.
Email Address: Newsletter. DieselSite Dealers. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Diesel
Power Magazine how to. The release of Ford's Super Duty in kick-started an explosion of
aftermarket performance parts for the revamped 7. But dieselheads quickly found the weak link:
the 4R transmission. One shop that's been specializing in 4Rs and any Ford transmission, for
that matter since the beginning of diesel truck performance is John Wood Automotive. Over the
last decade and a half, owner John Wood has seen all kinds of transmission failures, and each
bulletproof transmission he puts together today is the result of extensive, hands-on research
and development. With a full line of transmissions for Ford trucks, he's built a reputation of
doing the little things that make an automatic durable, reliable, efficient, smooth shifting, and
according to his customers-indestructible. Over the winter we got our hands on an '00 Ford F
Super Duty with an ailing factory automatic transmission and took it to Wood. Once there, we
were able to see his expertise in action, as he transformed the stock, burnt-up 4R into a
rock-solid, tow- and track-ready unit. Affordably Priced Thanks to longtime engineering friend
John Corrao who has offered an array of knowledge over the years , Wood is able to build a
transmission unlike anything else offered on the diesel truck market. Wood's entry-level
transmission called the Tow Master features a triple-disc torque converter with a billet front
cover, new clutch plates, custom pressure plates, a modified coast clutch drum and reverse hub
assembly, a modified valvebody, and is rated to support hp at the wheels. But don't let the low
price mislead you. By machining his own components and doing nearly everything in-house,
Wood is able to keep his overhead costs very low. Shifting Mannerisms We don't know what it
is about the aftermarket, but neck-snapping shifts aren't ideal in built automatics intended for

street use, or in towing applications. Once the tires spin and traction is lost during a hard shift
you've often already lost the race, or some of your towing momentum there's nothing worse
than anticipating a whiplash-like shift with 12, pounds behind you. We agree with Wood that the
best shift a transmission can make is a nice, clean shift transition with a very quick rpm
drop-not one so firm you feel it in the truck's dash. Sources Transgo. More Photos View
Slideshow. By Mike McGlothlin. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Supercharger
Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive
occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend
Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Once your
automatic transmission is at the shop, it will be disassembled, cleaned, and the parts will be
inspected. Often, trouble with the transmission can point to other issues. Age is not the only
reason for transmission failure: One example is overheating due to a bad transmission cooler.
Close inspection is required to ensure that all transmission parts are either replaced or repaired
as needed and that all required repairs are made to the system as a whole. However, like any
high-mile automatic transmission, your 4R is sure to have some wear that should be addressed
before you pump more power through it. To learn about the upgrades available for the 4R, we
contacted Remac Transmission : They explained that there are generally three options, a
stage-1, stage-2 or stage-3 rebuild. While stage-1 is a little better than stock, it is only
recommended for light-duty use. It used to haul parts and tools for a local diesel shop and as a
daily driver would tow trailers of all sizes. For this type of usage, Remac recommended a
stage-2 rebuild for better durability and drivability. The stage-2 is best for normal to heavy-duty
use. The stage-3 rebuild, Remac explained, is really for extreme duty, race applications, and
might be too harsh for daily use. In addition, a stage-3 rebuild is more likely to overheat when
idling for extended periods than the milder, stage-2 build. This type of long term idling is usually
found on work trucks that are virtually never turned off. Here you see the actual heart of the
Ford 4R transmission. This is the actual transmission; the aluminum case simply holds the
parts that make up this assembly and allow it to mate to the engine and driveline and contain
the valve body mounting flange and fluid passages. The transmission pump is a Gerotor style
unit. These positive displacement pumps work best with tight clearances; in image B, you can
see that this pump housing is warped. Remac always checks these pumps and machines them
to a. The inspection process revealed that the clutch fiction plates were worn and showed signs
of heat damage. These wear parts will be replaced with new and better components, as is
standard, regardless of condition. Here you can see three different overdrive ring-gears for the
4R transmission. All of them show signs of wear, and only one is even worth considering for
reuse. The overdrive ring-gear for our 4R transmission only had 15 percent of the teeth left on it.
Of course, it will be replaced with a new unit. This is the forward clutch drum, and it is used in
all 4 forward gears. There are two styles; one has less spline engagement top. Remac checks
the spline for wear and replaces the clutch drum as needed. They also upgrade the unit to the
full spline style bottom if yours is a half-spline style for more durability and longevity. Remac
offers three levels of rebuild, stage-1, stage-2 and stage The stage-1 is a basic stock rebuild and
uses a 5-clutch pack right. Stage-2 and stage-3 rebuilds get an 8-clutch pack left. Regardless of
build level, Remac uses only new parts in the clutch pack with improved clutch materials and
better steel friction plates. Leo Glasenbrenner, owner of Remac Transmission, and technician
Brian Ariano are seen here beginning the rebuild of our 4R It takes two to get the output shaft
and some components into the case. Other than this, a single technician can do the rebuild.
Once the output shaft is installed, the tail housing is put on, followed by the focus shifts to the
front of the transmission. At Remac, welding the low drum in the 4R for reinforcement is
standard for all diesel applications, as well as for gasser race rigs running the 4R Every third
spline is tig welded for superior strength. When the pump is installed, the transmission
assembly is essentially complete. The only thing left to put on is the valve body and other
components that ride on the bottom of the case are under the pan. Glasenbrenner explains that
Remac does make modifications to the valve body, but only on state-2 and stage-3 rebuilds.
Seen here, a modification is being made on the line pressure modulator circuit. An improved
line valve was installed. This upgrade provides firmer shifts compared to the stock line valve.
The result is firmer upshifts between and Firmer shifts mean less heat and longer trans life.
When racing, it can also mean lower ETs. Stage-2 and stage-3 rebuilds also get a modification
done to the shift plate. This upgrade will result in better shift characteristics over stock. This
means better shifts when towing a load and more responsiveness from the transmission when
you need it most. They have proven reliable over the long haul. Remac ships with the stock
sheet metal pan, unless otherwise requested. Here is our better than new Ford 4R transmission.
Remac ships its transmission with a torque converter. The torque converter is prefilled with

EOM spec transmission fluid. Remac Transmissions. Parts Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. We
use cookies to optimise our website and give you the best experience on our website. So, you
are about to spend your hard earned dollar on a transmission for your vehicle and you've taken
to the internet to educate yourself about your future purchase. Best Quality. Best Warranty. The
information below is not intended to sway your decision toward one option or another. It is
simply a summary of our experience within the industry. Ultimately only YOU know which
option will fit you best. A Used 4R Transmission. This can quickly balloon into a lot of wasted
time and money. For example, whether your rebuilt 4R transmission will have all of the OE
manufacturer updates and upgrades to increase its strength and longevity will vary from shop
to shop. Items that are marginally still good go back into a rebuilt transmission the way they
came out. A Re-manufactured 4R Transmission. Not all Re-Manufactured Transmissions are
created equal. Component selection, manufacturing, and testing methods can vary from
company to company. Industry Leading. Nationwide Warranty. Shift firmness remains factory.
An Upgraded locking snap ring for the coast clutch and spiral-lock snap ring for 4th clutch
address OE design flaws and eliminate premature failures. A One-Piece rear case bushing
improves internal fluid flow and lubrication. This prevents the center support bolts from walking
out. A very common problem. Upgrades Exceed OE requirements and eliminate the possibilities
of front seal leaks, premature bushing wear, and vibration. All New bushings are installed in key
locations to improve internal fluid flow control and pressures. The fluid pump rotor and pump
body mating surfaces are resurfaced and new line bore bushings are installed to maintain
correct fluid pressures. A Tru-Flat stator qualification and machining process is utilized to meet
or often exceed factory specification. Ensuring like-new or better performance from your
transmission. You are covered anywhere and everywhere in the continental United States. A
replacement transmission is sent to you as soon as your warranty claim is submitted. How long
will it take? Your transmission will arrive within business days. Can the transmission be sent to
my home? Yes, it can. What if its Sold out or I'm in the middle of nowhere? How do I return the
core? We do not charge a core deposit. However, we do need your old core back. Return
shipping is pre-paid. We Accept all major Credit and Debit Cards. You may also pay with a
check by phone. Let's Review. What will I need to order? Vehicle VIN and current mileage. Can I
install it myself? Yes, Self-installation does not void your warranty. Does my old transmission
core need to be out when the new transmission is delivered? No, you have 14 days from the
date of delivery to schedule your core return. Need more time? No problem, just let us know.
How is the transmission shipped? How is the transmission packaged? How do residential
deliveries work? For residential deliveries, the carrier must transfer your transmission onto a
smaller truck for delivery. The carrier will then call you directly to schedule an appointment for
delivery. What else will I need for install? For example, the neutral safety switch, speed sensor,
tailhousing etc. Does the transmission come with fluid? What ATF fluid will I need? Your
transmission will arrive with approximately quarts of full synthetic ATF in it from testing. The
torque converter is already primed with fluid and does not need to be removed. You will have to
top the transmission off with fluid before operating. What's the total cost? The price you see
truly is the price you pay, no smoke and mirrors here folks! Years : - - - - - - Makes : FORD.
Models :. Drive : 2WD or 4WD. Regular Price Savings Event Sale Price Heavy Duty Billet Torque
Converter. Core Return. Peace of Mind. PS: The price you see reall
service programming system
chamberlain garage door wiring diagram
raptor 660 wiring diagram
y is the price you pay. From the quality and value of our product to your experience as our
customer, providing the best has made BestBuy Transmission the preferred choice among the
public and professionals alike. However, we are a nationwide operation, serving customers
through locations across the U. Yep, It's Really That Easy. America's 4R Transmission
Supercenter! Know Your Options. The Best Value. The Best Quality. The Best Warranty. Not
Used. Not Rebuilt. Let's Take A Look Inside. The Result? Nationwide Coverage. Instant
Replacement. If I install the transmission myself, will it still be covered under warranty? Labor is
not. How does the warranty work? Free Shipping. Get what you need, when you need it. Put To
The Test. HOT -Tested. COLD -Tested. LOAD -Tested. Money Back Gaurantee. If you are not
completely satisfied with your transmission when it arrives, send it back for a full refund. No
Core Deposit. No Guesswork. How Do I Order? Show More. Suite Boca Raton, FL. Here To Help.

